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WDSRC Going On 3
All EdItoI'I.J By WDSIK FIHRHier R"berI Frey

Here we are in the beginning of 1999, and
it's no too difficult to look back and see how
far we've come in just 2Y2 short years.

I've looked over the newsletters from
number 1 to this one and man, oh man, has
there been improvement! I want to thank all
of you who have stuck in there from those
first, shall we say, interesting, issues. It was
only last year that photo's were added,
format was changed, and page numbers
increased. It was also only last June that our
WDSRC website was up and on the internet
for the world to see. That to has shown great
improvement over the past few months!
With all the responses from around the
WORLD, and over 6000 hits since June, we
are a popular lot and very lucky to have the
riding and the interest we have.

I've been asked numerous times regarding
the philosophy of WDSRC. Why don't we
have more members? Why don't we have
more rides? Why do you seem to beg the
forestry people to use OUR land?

Membership wise, we've just crested 150
members in our history. We're poised to be
THE dual sport organization in the south
eastern U.S. We now have a three fold flyer
and flyer stands that I'll be asking WDSRC
members to volunteer to take to shops in
their areas. There's more info on this in
another part of the newsletter. If you're
interested, give a holler!

Philosophy, rides, and schmoozing forestry.
To begin with, I learned a lot from my two
years as FTR secretary. I saw what was
effective, I saw what was ineffective. Being a
member of other user groups has also opened
my eyes as to what is the best approach to to
take when tackling the tasks of promoting
dual sport motorcycle riding.

What I saw in the off-road community was
different than what I see in the
non-motorized user groups. With the hikers
and the environmentalists, I see a strong
bond for a common mission, a dedication to
their form of chosen recreation, and the
determined, responsible, polite, cooperative

ways they've used to achieve what the've
achieved with the various governmental
agencies. What I saw from the off-road
crowd was, to be blunt, selfish whining and
bullheaded arrogance with an attitude that
using our lands is a god given right and
dad-gum-it we're gonna use it!

I've tried to position the WDSRC in the
middle of these two sets of groups. Dual
sporters ARE NOT off-road riders. We are
street legal vehicles, and thereby afforded the
rights and responsibilities, and access offered
to all registered vehicles. In other words, we
can go where our off-road brethren can't,
and are held to the vehicular traffic laws of
our state.

I've sold the WDSRC to the state and federal
forestry departments as QUIET.
RESPONSIBLE, ENVIRONMENTALLY
CONSCIENCE, STREET LEGAL.
NON-COMPETITION, STREET LEGAL
MOTORCYCLISTS who only wish to ride
our public lands on already established
named and numbered roads and trails open
to vehicular traffic, not wishing to cut new
trails into the woods. The added bonus is
that we can access all areas that are open to
off-road use also.

The reception so far has been positive. I've
sent these agencies letters about us, dual
sport motorcycle brochures, and we even
have riders fill out "thank you" cards at the
Devil's Creek DSR just to maintain a
positive, grateful image. (See also the
request for letters to forestry for the '99
Creek elsewhere in this issue).

On image enhancement, I'd like to tell you
all about the other organizations the
WDSRC belongs to:

TREAD LIGHTLY!

Blue Ribbon Coalition

Florida Trail Riders

Sierra Club

Florida Trail Association

(Continued)
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WD5RC News
Adopt-A-Dealer: We now have a three-fold flyer and flyer stands ready to hit the
dealerships promoting WDSRC!We need volunteers! All you need to do is adopt one
dealer in your area, that's it, only one! (More if you want to!) Bring them the flyers and
holder (we'll mail 'em to ya!), tell them all about WDSRC!Try to get the flyers in a highly
visible area. Then just go back every month or so to make sure the flyers are stocked.
Let us know what dealer you're adopting. their address. and a contact person! We'll
send them more Dual Sport Information!

Membership News: In the next few weeks you'll be recieving a WDSRC membership
packet. Also, please notice that on your mailing label on the newsletter is your member
number and expiration. All memberships expire on Dec.31 so if it says "99/0127" Your
membership expires on Dec.31 '99, and your membership number is 127.

Membership Discounts: In your membership packet you'll get a membership card! The
next time you visit your dealer, ask if you and other members can receive a discount.
Then contact us and we'll publish a list of Dual Sport Friendly Dealers in each newsletter
and post it on the website! Only you can make this happen. Thanks.

We Crest 150!: Please welcome the 150th member to WDSRC, Steve White of Virginia
Beach, VA! We have over 20 out of Florida riders, and according to comments on the
website, this will do nothing but grow over the next few years!

'99 Alligator DSR Daytona Beach: Please send information on the ride. Write ups,
pictures, impressions, etc. We'll use them in the newsletter and on the website. If you
rode it, how'd ya like it? Tell us about it!

'99 Devil's Creek DSR: A permit application was sent in to forestry back in December,
and we have not received word of its status. They usually don't issue them until 60 days
prior to a date, so at this point, there is little worry. On the other hand, it appears that
CFTRhas run into a snag attemping to gain a permit for a 2 day enduro in Richloam. To
hedge our bets and our chance for a permit, please drop a line to forestry.

Include in your letter who you are, where you live, that you are a WDSRC member, you
Tread Lightly!, ride a quiet, street legal bike, are looking forward to riding on the woods
roads and jeep trails again this year ( on Sunday August 1), non-competition trail ride,
and that we are collecting donations of school supplies for the children of the Lacoochee
area. Rememberto be polite and positive! Mail them to:
Eddie Duval, Withlacoochee Forestry Center, 15019Broad Street, Brooksville, FL, 34601

Other Rides In Florida: We've just received our permit applications for using the Ocala
and Osceola NF for 2000. After filling these out, we'll have to meet with forestry and
discuss our riders, event, route, etc. While there are no guarantees that these rides will
happen, we're starting the process! Keep your bars up and your sound down .
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To make a long story short, it is easier to
effect change by working inside an
organization than to confront it from the
outside. Personally, I do believe in the
TREAD LIGlITL Y philosophy of leaving a
good impression. We're not the only ones in
the forest. and if I and other dual sporters,
can become offended by noise (See the
SwampFox Article), I sure can understand
why non-riders are so ticked off at i i
motorcyclists. Personally for me, and
I'll bet a whole lot of you, I do care
about our environment. I do care if my
daughter has woods, water and air. So
it's not a far fetched thing to join up
with an organization that promotes
these things. I have also been an avid
hiker since before I can remember.
I've hiked and backpacked in many
areas on the east coast and us this as
quality family time to introduce and I 1i1.;::~ ~~" • Boot Hill Review:
teach my daughter to respect the
nature around us. These memberships ":::::5J'JII Tfii,~~~~;il AlpineStar Tech 8
have allowed me to meet with these........ ~
people on a social level, get to know M tie th • t By TomWalker
them and they get to know me. I'm D arcyc e n uSlas S, ..
bringing dual sport and motorized trail Spring Hill, FL, ]52/i!~5-3]55 ~hlS revl:w has ~een a long
usage to "the opposition" on a time coming. I think I bought
personallcvel. To bolster that fact, I'm • • these boots almost a year
co-hosting the March Chapter meeting Mikes Cycle Center, Belh~vlew, ago. Well, I guess one needs
of the 1500 m:mber Sun~oast Chap~er FL 352/596-8D28 a little testing time before one
of the FTA. III be leading a 3 mile can do a proper review.
hike in Starkey Wilderness Park here Rght?
in New Port Richey on Saturday March 20. I ' I .

Anyonewant to join me? rACIt AMP r"M ~ Let's start off first by saying these
I(I~ NIJ,MIT boots are comfortable right out of
APrIMTIIRI.' the. box. The. combination. of

quality construction and materials
makethese boots easy to wear.

(WDSRC On 3 Continued)

What? Sierra Club? The Florida Trail
Association? Those are hikers and greenies!
What-r-u-doin?

What's all this got to do with dual sport? It
shows those against us that we do what they
do, that we believe what they believe, that
we, as dual sporters are responsible
motorcyclists by the virtue of them knowing
one of us on a personal level. Changing
things one person at a time. Influencing
people one thought at a time. Protecting our
right to ride, by having us accepted by
non-motorized user groups. These are the
people that are highly vocal with the
government. They're the ones that lobby and
complain about us. They're the ones that
influence forestry departments across the
country, the departments that issue us user
permits for our rides. Why shouldn't we get
to know them better?

And that leads us to more rides. I've just
recieved permit applications for events to be
held in the Ocala NF and the Osceola NF.
No guarantees, but we're gonna try for early
in 2000.

Strap on your helmet, pull on those gloves,
throw a leg over the bike and hang on!
We're going for one heck of a ride...

Keep your bars up and YOUR SOUND
DOWN!

GetThe Ultimate Dual Sport Ride:
1999 KTM Let! st!o

"t

BY 7ACK ~'DIRT SOY" I.AMB£RT

The helmet: it's an AXO RX
Series helmet. Retail price
$495.00. It's a combination of
Carbon-Fiber, Kevlar, and
Fiberglass: 35% lighter than most
Fiberglass helmets. The liner is
100% removable and easy to
clean, and re-install ( I like this
feature). Now, the tag attached to
the helmet says it's got "everlast"

clear coated graphics; I figured
this is just some ad-man's catch'
phrase, 'cause any helmet i'm
wearing is gonna get scratched!
Saturday was no exception, I
remember several times thinking;
BANG " man that branch was
lower than I thought, there goes
the pretty helmet". I gotta tell ya,
it's true: I can't find a scratch on it!
Not even a little one, not a nick,
nothing, like new!

And the liner is nice and
fresh, it's so easy to remove
and clean. I'm looking into
getting a second liner for
those two day events; a
fresh helmet for Sunday! I
like it.

As I mentioned before I've had
these boots for most of a year now
and they show no wear what so
ever. When I bought them I was
looking for a boot that would hold
up for at least 4 or 5 years
minimum. With the $300 sticker
price, I would expect no less. With
the increased prices in off-road
gear we want the most for our dirt
dollars.
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If you take a good look at these
boots you will see the quality
construction. These boots are a
taller boot than the AXO's I've
been wearing the last few years.
Some people may have problems
with the top of the boot hooking

. on the radiator shroud depending
on what kind of bike they ride.

The heal of the Tech 8 features a

the sole is replaceable. Yes! This
is one of the bells and whistles
you get with a top of the line boot.
If you want to take a look at it, go
to your local dealer and take a
peak.

The Tech 8
system. The
buckles are
non-stretching,

is a four buckle
four aluminum
combined with

yet pliable

The inner bootie incorporates a
duel active ankle brace including
the replaceable and adjustable gel
inserts. The bootie features a
Neoprene tongue, a synthetic
non-slip sole and vented full grain
leather with Cambrelle in all high
wears areas. The inside shin and
top of the Tech 8 has incorporated
into its design an Air Filter bladder.
The bladder allows less and lighter

* 352/596-8028 *
• ~ :L

MotorcycleEnthusiasts
us 19, 1Mile South or SR50, Springhill, FL.

Low
Prices

Excellent
Service

See The NEW LC4
640! Street-Legal At

It's BEST!

Service
All

Makes

We
UPS!

270 degree injected cap with a
steel stamped center section. This
reduces heat and lessens the
force of side impacts.

If you been riding a while you can
relate to this. Have you ever
looked at the bottom of your boots
after you've been using them a
couple years? You know how your
foot pegs tend to wear a groove
into the bottom of your boot? Well
with the Tech 8 this one section of

LC4 620
COMPETITION

adjustable nylon straps. The 2
upper floating buckles are
attached to a multi-colored molded
plastic calf section while the
floating third buckle and bottom
anchor buckle are secured to
separately molded sections. The
new "Y" structure ties the shin and
rear plates together with the side
plastic and extends to cover the
toe area as well. We all know how
important good toe protection is
when riding in the woods!

Open
Mondays

plastic to be used in the shin area
while increasing the support and
force of impacts which can be
absorbed.

Final analysis:

This boot is well worth the $300
sticker price. If you are looking for
a well constructed extremely
comfortable boot the Alpinstars
Tech 8 is the boot for you.

r give this boot four thumbs up!
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Testing Honda's Versatile XR650l
Beprlnled BYPenDlsslon .alonpons leMorl

Looking for a new bike but not sure
what model is right for you? Need to
comfortably traverse the pavement but
daydream of going off-road to explore
what's in that valley or over the next
hill? If so, it sounds like a dual sport
(formerly called "dual purpose")
motorcycle just might be right for
you.

Dual Sport motorcycles, like Honda's
XR650L, are designed to get you
down the highway in reasonable
comfort yet include many features
specifically for off-road riding. For
years dual sport enthusiast were
screaming for bikes designed almost
entirely for off-road use while still
retaining street legal status. Finally
some of the manufactures heard the
calling and began designing these

bikes more towards dirt use. One of
the first to do this was Suzuki with
their extremely popular DR line. A
few years after their introduction,
Honda surprised everybody by
introducing the XR650L which is
largely based on the legendary
XR600, but with a 644cc engine and
electric start.

To meet consumer demands, the XRL
was fitted with items like a frame very
much like the XRs, true long travel
suspension, a narrow seat and fuel
tank, cleated foot pegs, and a
somewhat minimal amount of gauges
and other street gear (not including
the large street worthy battery). The
end result is a beautiful motorcycle
looking ready to take to the dirt, but
weighing 53 pounds more than the

XR600.

On the street, the extremely tall 650 is
a blast to ride. Be it a trip to the store
or across town the bike is easy to fire
up - thanks to it's electric start. It's
also quiet and easy to ride. The only
drawback here is the bike's extreme
seat height (claimed to be 37.0 inches)
which can seem tall even to 6 footers.
The bike is smooth at freeway speeds,
pulls well and only begins to buzz
through the bars at speeds above
70mph. Jaunts under an hour are no
problem, but extend this range and the
straight-up in-the-wind seating
position begins to take it's toll as you
pull against the bars.

(XRL Continued)



And what about Tom Reeves? A great guy.
Unselfish, focused and very knowledgeable about every
single o-ring, needle, cam, flange, jet, pad and bolt on a
motorcycle. And what does he do with all that
knowledge? He helps the mechanically challenged do the
right thing - Praise the Lord! In short, he is capable and
willing to help! Thanks, Tom...and, yes, I will take you up
on getting help on my carbo

WDSRC: More Than A Riding Organization
By Allen Williams

Then there is Art Dumais. Art has been a great
pal, teaching me the balance between the need for speed
vs. the need for Homo Sapiens to continue walking erect
without pain. Art and I have spent hours upon hours
looking for those great trails (and often trying to find the
way back home, too), riding in the Jeep to distant
out-of-state events, hemhawing over waffles and eggs at
the Waffle House, helping each other brush the dust off
from those inevitable spills, re-living moment by moment
those great rides, etc. - you get it - basically, relishing the
glory of acting like juveniles on bikes. Art is a good
friend. And thanks for that.

In the world of Motorcycle Riding Clubs, the
variety of reasons for joining, and, the inherent benefits
of joining a club can be as multiple as the adjustments on
an Edelbrock Qwiksilver carburetor... limitless! Take me
for instance. I am a self-professing "non-gearhead"
weekend warrior, just looking for Class C thrills and an
opportunity to get away from the domesticated elements
of my life. Then, presto, the WDSRC comes into fuzzy
focus and so, I join - me and my motorcycle - not
knowingwhat all I am getting into.

I have now been a proud member for about 6
months. As I look back over the short few months, I find
that a lot has happened. Some of my activities have
included carrrying the banner of Dual Sporting
enlightenment into battle against our antagonists, the
"greenies"; and, preaching the message of off-road
salvation, which is the opening of more public lands for
ORV's, to thousands of believers (I handed out flyers at
the Pace Supercross in Tampa); and, finally, getting
some great riding in. So, what's my paint? Good
question.

First, an aside. As a member of the WDSRC,
each one of us has something to contribute to the
organization, or in a broader sense, the sport. Regardless
of your expertise, or non-expertise, your experience, or
non-experience, your availability of time, or lack of it, or
especially the run-down condition of your 1977 bike (the
one you call vintage), we have the opportunity, repeat
"opportunity" (not responsibility) to contribute (that's what
makes it fun ...nobody says we have to). In my short
tenure, I would like to toss out some accolades to a few
guys, by name, that have contributed to the sport, and in
turn, to me. And, maybe help you realize just how good it
can be.

A special thank you to Robert Frey and all the
work he puts into getting us dual sport riders together, the
newsletter, the website, and all the encouragement.
Keep it up!

On the personal level, the first is Rick Cihak. My
highest praise goes to the "Ranger." He accompanied me
on my first outing and while I was flailing in the sand and
running over dogs, he mustered the degree of patience
that Mark McGwire demonstrates while waiting for the
right pitch to hit the ball out of the park. And beyond that,
Rick has offered his riding tips, inSight, instruction and
motorcycle common sense ever since then...a real
contribution to get this Cowboy riding with those two
rubber things staying in contact with the road (not a small
effort). Thanks, Rick!

The moral of the story is if you hang around
good folks, you can't help but have good things come
from it. Just go kick-start that two wheeled mule of yours
and get involved, go riding, do what comes naturally, and
you will begin absorbing what I have been writing about.
Being an official member of the club has a certain
standing to it, but, being one of the guys is the goal and
the prize...enjoy it!! And, finally, thank someone who has
contributed to making you become one of the most
prolific dirt riders in the world...well, at least on your
street. Participation in the club is where it's at...enjoy!

tread lightlyr
-..f ..:.••.• lt~IG- ~ t:OCOf) IiA";~"f..=":~:;;·i
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On one winding street ride in the
mountains, with the stock tires, we
were passed by a loaded Kawasaki

Concourse. We thought we'd have
some fun and decided to follow. The
rider sped up so we did the same.
After a few comers of this we couldn't
bear to continue watching the bike
ahead leaned over in the comers with
the side bags coming so close to
touching down, so we passed and
pulled away. Three comers later our
turnoff (a dirt road) came up so we
exited the pavement and zoomed
away on the dirt without missing a
beat. We can only imagine what was
going through the mind of the street
bike we had just passed.

Even though the XRL (as we call it) is
street worthy, it begs to be ridden in
the dirt. We rode both the Malcolm
Smith annual bike bending, snow
plowing dual sport ride and the AMA
District 37 Los Angeles to Barstow to
Vegas ride. Before venturing out into
the mud and snow southern California
had been blessed with, their were a
few changes to be made.

First, our 1998 XRL had been
delivered to us with extremely lean
jetting, particularly at and just above
idle. The bike coughed and spit and
took forever to warm up so we
adjusted the air screw as rich as we
dare. This didn't entirely solve the
bikes jetting woes but it certainly
improved matters to a more
acceptable level (re-jetting is in order
here). Secondly we tossed the stock
paper air filter and traded it for a
Multi-Stage foam filter which breathes
well and can be cleaned and reused.

Dual Sport bikes, for the most part,
come with tires that satisfy the
manufactures attorneys and the need
to sell bikes with tires that work well
primarily on the street. The worst

thing you can do with the tires that
come stock on most dual sport bikes,
including the Honda, is to ride
off-road with them. The smartest
thing you can do is change the tires
before your first off-road journey. So
off they came for a set of . We
mounted a DOT approved K 139
(3.00-21) front tire and a D903
(120/90-18) in back.

Before this change it was impossible
to use most of the bikes dirt
capabilities. It felt as if there was a
beast within that wanted to be let out.
Once we changed to the excellent
Dunlops, the bike came to life for
off-road use.

Just how well does it work off-road
you ask? Well, extremely well for a
street legal 324 pound dual sport
motorcycle. It's light, precise steering
make things very pleasant. Picking
your way through rocks and rugged
terrain as in the Malcolm Smith ride is
a blast. Adding to the bikes rideability
is it's light and easy to lift front end
and instant throttle response. If you
find yourself in need of power, it
comes on almost instantly, a trait that
saved us numerous times. If you need
to lift the front wheel over an obstacle
the bike complies with the blip of the
throttle.

In the Malcolm ride, there were more
upside down bikes than you could
count on one

will eat you alive as you're stuck in
first gear while the XR behind you is"
in second or even third gear knocking
at your back door.

Before we knew it, it was time for the
annual LA-Barstow-Vegas event. Our
bike had been cleaned and prepped
and was ready for two days of fun.
The morning began with freezing
temperatures, frost covered highways
and wet tacky forest roads. We were
having a blast, but found ourselves
riding in first and second gear on fairly
fast fire roads - we desperately needed
different to ride fast.

On back roads it was wheelie time,
something the XRL does in spades.
This bike is so much fun and so easy
to wheelie you'll find yourself on one
wheel much of the time. You'll also
find yourself comfortably passing
most other dual sport bikes on paved
sections due the bikes smooth running
engine and tall gearing.

Once we exited the mountain trails
and hit the desert floor the XRL came
into it's own. Sure the suspension was
plush and worked well everywhere
we'd been in the mountains, but the
XRL want's to stretch its legs - the
more wide-open the terrain the better.
With the increased speeds, gearing
was no longer a problem and we were
having a blast. Wet Southern
California desert and the tall
long-suspended XRL, we couldn't get
enough.

The bike was smooth, compliant and
surprisingly balanced through the
rocks, sand whoops, road crossings
and anything else the desert had to
offer. We even pushed the bike hard
through some miserable sand whoops
and it stayed straight and true, as long
as we left the throttle on and stayed
below expert level race speeds. Over
one high speed launch we bottomed
the suspension hard but the bike -->

particular rocky uphill section. Our
Honda picked it's way up the hill
nicely until we lost momentum behind
slower riders on the single track trail.
In places like this you'll find the 650
has far too tall of a first gear and less
low end grunt than you'd expect from
a single of this displacement. It
becomes necessary to abuse the clutch
in situations like this and boy did we
use the clutch. In mountain trail
situations like this, a typical XR600
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(Fox Continued)

checkpoint with hot chocolate, tea,
coffee, and some good humor. In the
background was a large pond
complete with a few woodducks,
surrounded by long leaf pines. Many
riders were too busy worrying about
how fast they could go, and not on
their surroundings. I believe they've
forgotten why we like to ride in the
woods. That's a shame.

It was through more woods, trails and
roads. The day was beautiful, the ride
was wonderful.

Lunch Was Provided by the local
Lions Club, burgers and dogs for
everyone! After refilling our bikes and
ourselves it was off to the second half.

More of the same, only different.
Same wonderful woods, same types
of trails (except for one nasty whoop
section, thankfully it wasn't THAT
long.)

At checkpoint 4, tucked into the
woods was a pond, surrounded by old
cypress trees. It was mystifying,
haunting, and beautiful. Also
overlooked by the 30 off-road types
on loud 2-stroke motocross and

enduro bikes that came and went
while we were there.

This was a point of major discussion
for all of us there. While we were
sitting there admiring the great
outdoors, we could hear these guys
coming and going, off in the distance,
ripping their engines and disturbing
the tranquility of the woods. It was at
this point that Muddy Art stated what
we all were thinking: " I can
understand why the hikers don't like
offroad riders." I must admit, at this
time, the difference between the
serious dualsporter on a quiet bike

and off-roaders who care nothing
about their surroundings but only
about ripping up the trails and
satisfying their own self indulgence
was self evident. Ifwe, as fellow
motorcyclists , were offended by the
noise of these, we can understand the
outrage by non-motorcyclists. This
must be improved.

As we went on our merry way, each
of us was a little more aware of how
we rode. More trails and roads, more
trees, more water, a difficult little
water crossing and it was off to the
finish.

At the finish, Curt was giving away
prizes donated by their sponsor:
Carolina Wheels and Props. Suzuki
rider Steve hatch was on hand signing
autographs and shaking hands.

As the SwampFox came to a close, a
lot of.things were realized: that riding
with old friends is always fun, that
nature needs to be respected by those
of us who experience it, and that new
friends are always welcome to tag
along for the ride and enjoy not only
WHAT we like to do, but WHY we
like to do it 1

Keep your bars up and YOUR
SOUND DOWN .
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retained complete composure - we were
impressed. Who says dual sport bikes
can't cut it off-road. About an hour or so
in the desert and my riding buddy and I
found that there were no longer any bikes
ahead of us, not a single track, which is
the way it continued for the rest of the
afternoon.

The disadvantages to riding the XRL
off-road were the bikes heavier weight
and tall seat height which can leave your
feet dangling in the air if you stall or get
caught on something like a rock ledge. In
addition, we never got the bike to go
around tight comers the way we'd like.
Because of the bike's weight and higher
center of gravity, you simply can't stuff it
in a comer like a true off-road bike. It's
completely rideable, you just won't be
planting the bars in the dirt in tight tacky
comers.

People always ask us if they should buy a
XR600 or a XR650L. Our answer is
always the same, if you want the best
possible off-road performance buy the
XR600. If you want an excellent dual
sport bike with gobs of suspension and
good street and off-road manners buy the
XL650R.

SwampFox DSR
January 16, 1999 Francis Marion NF

Charleston, SC

A cold, frosty morning greeted people
as they arrived for the 5th Annual
SwampFox Dual Sport Ride put on by
the Family Riders in the Francis
Marion National Forest, just north of
Charleston, South Carolina.

As the sun made its progression into
the sky, the start area at the Wambaw
Swamp Motorcycle Trails was
bustling with activity. The Family
Riders put on the DSR on Saturday in
conjunction with their long running
SwampFox Enduro on Sunday, so
there was a mixture of dual sporters
and off-road riders milling around and
trying to get their bikes started in the
cold.

0830 and the riders meeting was on.
Family Riders Dual Sport
Coordinator, Curt Ledbetter, gave an
over view of the 94 mile route that
would traverse single track trails, jeep
roads, paved roads, and a few miles of
enduro trail. The ride was on!

WDSRC members present were
Muddy Art (XT350),
RocketBoy(DR200),Robert
Frey(RXC620),Allen
Williams(RXC620),Really
Nolen(XRL250),Steve Vaughn
(KDX200), Norm
England(XRL65 0)and Richard
Herrington on his Honda Africa Twin!

North Carolina BMW GS 1000 owner
Don Sprinkle went out and got
himself a DR350 just to come ride
with the WDSRC guys! A few other
BMW riders were at the start, but
they weren't seen at lunch or at the
finish. Sometimes those bikes are too
big, but Richard finished on his Africa
Twin!

The Family Riders sent the dual
sporters down through the woods on
singletracks, the trails were twisty
with just enough moisture to make
traction perfect ! Weaving in and out
of the woods, up and down the trails
on a brisk, January morning, one
thought went through the collective
mind: "This Is Fun!

The temperature started rising, the sky
was clear and blue. There was water
and mud at the powerlines (Yippee!),
more tight and twisty trails, some
clear open, seldom used forest
roadways that were over grown with
tall grass and a brief stint down some
pavement where Curt and Marvin Grant
were greeting the riders at the

(Fox Continued)



SOUTHERN DUAL SPORT RIDES
The BESTRiding The South Has To Offer! Call Before You Haul!

January 16 SwampFox Charleston SC Family Riders 843/881-3551
March 3 Alligator Daytona FL DaytonaDirtRiders 904/253-3162
May 1/2 AMANational Renrro Valley KY Racer Productions 304/284-0084
June 5/6 "The Hooch" Suches GA GARTRA 707/289-8851
June 19/20 Loretta Lynn's Hurricane Mills TN Racer Productions 304/284-0084
June 26 Carolina Adventure Asheville NC BRPMC 800/347-1289
July 17/18 AMANational Davis WV Racer Productions 304/284-0084
August 1 Devil's Creek Brooksville FL WDSRC 727/847 -3543
August TBA Hatchet Creek Rockrord AL RMC 256/377-1011
September18/19 AMANational Elizabeth WV Racer Productions 304/284-0084
October 2/3 Shenendoah 500 Woodstock VA N. Va. Trail Riders 540/547-3317
OctoberTBA Fall Foliage Tiger GA GARTRA 707/289-8851
October 23/24 Gulr Coast 200 Saucier MS SandBlasters 228/392-1404

Come Ride With Us, .JOIN WDSRC!
Picture And Information Filled Bi-Monthly News/etter--Land Use Updates---Info On

Maps And Riding Areas--Legalize Your Off-Road Bike--WDSRC Dual Sport Web
Site--Find Riding Buddies--Dual Sport Ride Info--Casual Get- Together-Rides--We're
Connected With Dual Sport Organizations Across The U.S. And Canada! We Know

Where To Ride! All Makes And Models Welcome!

727/847-3543 Email ortoVisitOurWebSite:wdsrc@gte.net

Withlacoochee Dual Sport Riders Membership Application

All Memberships $10 __ New __ Renew All Memberships Expire December 31

RISK ASSUMPTION: There are certain risks which are inherent to any motorcycle ride or
activity. Each WDSRCmember, guest, or non-member agrees to accept personal responsibility
for his or her actions and safety, and the safety of minors accompanying such persons. The
WDSRCcannot ensure the safety of any participant on rides and activities. When participating
in WDSRCactivities, each person agrees to hold harmless and free from blame the activity
leaders and the WDSRC,it's officers and members, for any accident, injury, or illness which
may be sustained from participating in WDSRCactivities. By filling out this form I agree to

these terms.

Name D.O.B., _

Mailing Address. _

City/ST/Zip~ _

county; Phone# E-Mai/, _

Where Did You Hear Of WDSRC? Bike Info, _
Send Check Or Money Order To:

WDSRC P.O.Box 443 New Port Richey FL 34656-0443
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• 1999 TTR250 IN STOCK ..
ON THE FLOOR & READY

TO ROLL!

~Come See The XT350 XT225 And TW200 Dual Sporters!

I


